
Opinion Leader Identification Checklist
Purpose: Use this checklist to identify potential opinion leaders who can significantly influence
your target audience and enhance your marketing efforts.

1. Expertise and Authority

● Recognized Expertise in Their Field
○ Does the person have recognized expertise or credentials in their field?
○ Are they frequently invited to speak at industry events or conferences?
○ Do they have a history of accurate predictions or assessments?

● Content Quality
○ Do they produce high-quality, insightful content?
○ Are their articles, videos, or posts well-researched and informative?

2. Social Engagement Indicators

● Activity on Social Media
○ Are they active on multiple social media platforms (e.g., Twitter, LinkedIn,

Instagram, YouTube)?
○ Do they frequently engage with their audience through comments, likes, shares,

and direct messages?
● Engagement Rate

○ Is their content generating a high level of engagement (likes, comments,
shares)?

○ Do they regularly participate in relevant online discussions or forums?

3. Credibility and Trustworthiness

● Reputation for Honesty and Reliability
○ Do they have a reputation for being honest and reliable?
○ Have they consistently provided valuable and trustworthy information?

● Positive Audience Feedback
○ Do they receive positive feedback and testimonials from their audience?
○ Are they perceived as authentic and unbiased?

4. Influence and Reach

● Follower/Subscriber Count
○ Do they have a significant number of followers or subscribers on their social

media platforms or blog?
● Content Shareability

○ Is their content frequently shared or quoted by others?
○ Do they have the ability to start trends or popularize topics within their niche?

5. Additional Considerations

● Alignment with Your Brand Values



○ Do their values and messaging align with your brand’s values and mission?
○ Would a collaboration with them be well-received by your target audience?

● Past Collaborations
○ Have they successfully collaborated with other brands before?
○ Can you find evidence of past successful campaigns they’ve been involved in?

Action Steps

1. Research and Shortlist
○ Use this checklist to research and create a shortlist of potential opinion leaders.
○ Focus on those who meet the majority of the criteria listed above.

2. Evaluate Engagement
○ Monitor their engagement over a period to ensure consistency.
○ Look at their recent posts, videos, and articles to see ongoing interaction with

their audience.
3. Reach Out with a Personalized Approach

○ Once identified, reach out with a personalized message highlighting why you’re
interested in collaborating with them.

○ Show genuine interest in their work and offer value in your proposal.
4. Track and Adjust

○ After engaging with an opinion leader, track the impact on your campaign.
○ Be prepared to adjust your approach based on the results and feedback.

How to Use This Checklist

● Download and Print: Keep a copy handy for regular reference.
● Share with Your Team: Ensure everyone involved in influencer marketing has access to

this checklist.
● Regular Updates: Periodically update your checklist as you discover new potential

opinion leaders and as social media trends evolve.

By using this checklist provided by Lamphill, you can systematically identify and engage with
opinion leaders who can make a substantial impact on your marketing efforts.


